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Trouble shooting trailer lights. 

Trailer lights perform a valuable and necessary function, but they are very prone to 
malfunction and failure. 

Troubleshooting: With Light Check in Cycle mode, walk around the trailer to check 

for proper light operation. If they all work, consider yourself fortunate. Often one or 

more of the lights will not work properly. 

Tools needed: Screw drivers, knife, steel wool, small wire brush, spare light bulbs, 

and optional circuit tester. A simple, not very expensive 12 volt circuit tester looks 

like a screw driver with a point, a small light in the handle and a wire with an 

alligator clip attached to it. To use the circuit tester, clip the alligator clip to a bare 

metal part of the tow vehicle or trailer ground wire and then use the sharp pointed 

end as a probe to touch connectors or wires. If the circuit is complete, the light in 

the handle of the tester will light up. You can also use the pointed end to "stab" 

through the plastic coating of a wire without the necessity of peeling back the 
covering. 

With Light Check and a few tools, let's look at the most common problems and 
possible fixes. 

Problem: Light Check shows a short circuit on one circuit. 

The most common cause of a short circuit is the plastic coating of a wire on 

the “hot” side of a wire to a light circuit has broke or worm away and exposed 

the wire inside. Follow the wire from the light fixture and look for exposed 

wire. If the wiring is run inside the trailer frame, a good place to look is where 

the wire comes through a hole in the frame to connect to a light fixture. 

Vibrations and bouncing on rough roads can cause the plastic coating to wear 

away. If possible, cover the exposed wiring with electric tape and test again. 

It might be necessary to splice in a new piece of wire to replace an exposed 

section of wire. 3M quick connectors or wire nuts are a good solution. Another 

option is to solder the wires together then cover the soldered connection with 

shrinkable tube wiring covers. Remember to place the shrinkable tube on the 

wire before soldering it together then shrink the tubing with a small blow 

torch or even cigarette lighter to keep it in place and cover the wire. Heat the 

tubing only enough to shrink it tightly on the wire. Don’t over do it and cause 
the tubing to start burning. 

None of the lights work. (Light Check shows Open Circuit on all circuits) 

Check the ground wire. It provides the negative side of the circuit for all of 

the lights, and if none of the lights work it's likely that the ground wire is 

faulty. Start by turning off Light Check, connecting the black ground wire 

(included with Light Check) to the ground connector on Light Check and 

attach the alligator clip to a bare metal part on the hitch of the trailer. Turn 

on Light Check and press the Select button once so the Cycle indicator light is 

on. If the lights now work, you have a ground wire problem. The lights may 

work when connected to the vehicle because the ground circuit goes through 

the hitch to ground to the tow vehicle. This may work but is not the preferred 
solution. 
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Check the ground wire (usually white) on the trailer wiring connector. It 

should be attached to the trailer hitch or frame to compete the ground portion 

of the circuit. If connected, it could be corroded preventing a good 

connection. Remove the wire connector from the frame or hitch and use the 

steel wool to clean the connector and where it attaches to the frame or hitch. 

Reattach it and test again without the ground wire from Light Check 

connected to the trailer hitch. 

Some of the lights work but not all of them.  

The ground wire connection from a light fixture could be the problem. 

Corrosion is a common culprit preventing a good ground connection. Find 

where the ground wire from the light fixture is attached to the trailer frame. 

Remove the connector and, using the steel wool or wire brush, clean the wire 

connector and frame where it attaches to the trailer frame. Reconnect and 
test again. 

The "hot" wire that forms the rest of the circuit to the light fixture and bulbs 

could also be the problem. Remove the cover of the light fixture. Check the 

bulbs and replace them if they are blackened or you can visually see a broken 

filament.  

Use the steel wool or small wire brush to clean the lead tip contacts on the 

end of the bulb and the outside brass part of the bulb. Also use the steel wool 

or steel brush to gently clean the sides and contact points inside the bulb 
socket. When you can see clean metal, you know you have a good contact.  

If the bulbs and fixture look good but the light(s) still don’t work, follow the 

wires going into the fixture and work your way back to the trailer wiring 

connector to see where the circuit fails. Look for disconnected or broken wire 

or corroded connections. Use steel wool and/or a small wire brush to clean off 

the brass terminals and wiring connectors. 

One or more lights don't work when connected to the tow vehicle.  

Using Light Check, you know all the lights on the trailer work properly. But 

you connect your towing vehicle and one or more lights don’t work.  

Check the tow vehicle fuse box for a blown fuse. You can blow fuses with 

faulty trailer light wiring. Check the fuse box for one that is blown, replace it, 
and see if the problem is corrected.  

The wiring connectors on the tow vehicle are subject to the same problems of 

corrosion and broken wires as the trailer lights. Using the vehicle wiring tester 

(included with Light Check) or a 12 volt circuit tester, check for proper 

operation of wiring coming from the tow vehicle. Check for loose or corroded 

wiring connections on the tow vehicle and clean as described above. If you 

can’t find the problem, a trip to a service shop may be necessary. 
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In rare cases the tow vehicle converter device falls. Again, use your circuit 

tester to see if the output directly from the converter works. If not, you may 

have to replace the converter.  

Broken wires:  

The metal part of a wire can be severed even if the plastic cover is still intact 

by stretching a wire until the metal strands break even though the elastic 

plastic cover does not. Look for obvious breaks and replace or re-solder as 

needed, or use your circuit tester starting at the light fixture working back to 

the tow vehicle until you find the break that interrupts the circuit. 

Rusted beyond repair:  

Even good quality trailer light fixtures rust out in 5-10 years, depending on 

how long it is outside exposed to the elements. So be prepared to replace 

light fixtures if you find you are spending too much time trying to repair 

them. A salt water environment results in even shorter working life for light 

fixtures. 

Trailer lights perform a valuable and necessary function, but as noted they are prone 

to malfunction and the occasional breakdown. I hope some of the steps outlined 

above can help you make basic repairs that will get you street legal and roadworthy 
again.  


